
FLOWER WITH BIRD WALL POCKET 

By Craig Nissen 

The Flower with Bird wall 
pocket was a 1948 new 
product. It was sold into 
the year 1952. The 
catalog number is “No. 
710”.  The pocket is 6-
1/2” long and 4-3/4” 
wide.  Production colors, 
which refer to the main 
glaze color of the flower 
body, were pink, blue and 
yellow.   

The bird is a separate 
piece of pottery attached 
to the flower.   

  Above, the gloss blue flower color  
   of the production wall pocket.   

Right, the back of the wall pocket barely showing the top of 
the “McCoy” mark at the bottom on the rounded surface 
going underneath the pocket.  

To the left are examples of the pink 
and the yellow flower body glaze 
colors.   



With the accent decoration being done by hand, certainly differences from one piece to another 
in production would be expected.   In the photo above, you can see a variation in the amount 
of burgundy color accent on the center of the blue flowers.  You can also observe a difference 
in the bird decoration – same colors used but with a difference in the amount of contrast in 
the final decoration.   

The Flower with Bird wall pocket is rarely found with damage to the main body.  However, the 
bird portion frequently has some damage.  This be to the tail, a chip or even the whole tail 
broken and re-glued, or csometimes the whole bird may have broken off and is re-glued ot the 
flower body.   

The Flower with Bird wall pocket is another of the McCoy wall pockets that falls in a rather 
modestly-priced range.  A production example in any color with no damage would have a value 
of $20 – 35.   

Right; production pink body glaze coloring example but with 
only a hint of pink in the body glaze.   Value: $ 35-50 

Left: A production pink 
flower example but with the 
center accent color almost a 
red color instead of the 
production blue color used 
in the center of the pink 
flower body. 
Value: $ 35-50 



Left: A production yellow example of the Flower with Bird 
wall pocket that has had a non-production orange coloring 
added around the outer areas of the flower as well as a 
different green color tone on the leaves and then re-fired.  It 
is not known if this was done period to the wall pocket or 
much later by the current owner at the time.  Likely that will 
never be known.   

Value: $50-60 

Right; This is a non-production 
glaze coloring example.  The 
yellow glaze is lighter, the leaves 
are a different green and the bird 
is decorated differently.  Also, the 
mounting hole is not open so this 
really is a planter.  This is the 
only example to date of this piece 
surfacing without the hole open.  
It is also period to the piece as a 
McCoy Collector purchased this 
piece out of a tool shed at the 
back of a garage in Crooksville, Ohio in the 1980s which was owned by an individual that had 
worked for a time in the McCoy factory. 
Value: $100-200 

As noted earlier, the Flower with Bird Wall Pocket has the 
bird figure applied at the top of the body.  The photo left 
shows an example of the main body without the bird where 
the locating post of sorts is and also a photo from the top. 



The first photo in the next row shows a bird mounted a little up from the correct location.  Not 
only an “Oops” piece but it gives us a nice shot of the bird over the post and shows how large 
the hole in the bird was which made it easy to mount off a bit.  This is likely why the bird often 
on these wall pockets is just a little different sitting angle from one piece to another.  The final 
photo in this row shows an “Oops” with the bird totally backward! 

The next photo example is an “Oops” with the bird facing directly forward.  Good thing this 
Flower with Bird wall pocket has a 
little depth or this one would have 
trouble mounting to the wall!  The 
next example has the wrong bird; it 
is a McCoy bird but it was used in 
production on the McCoy Bird Bath 
Planter.  

The Flower with Bird wall pocket is yet 
another wall pocket that has had a 
reproduction surface.  As one would expect, 
the reproduction wall pocket is slightly 
smaller than the original.   

Pictured is the original production wall pocket 
on the left with the reproduction on the right. 

The bird on the reproduction is different, 
slightly larger than the original style bird but 
the flower is smaller.   



Below; the comparison of the backs of the wall pockets, the reproduction again showing us 
that it is smaller. 

On the right; the McCoy mark is shown on the original.  With the mark not being real detailed, 
which is typical for this wall pocket, it is no surprise that the mark does not even show up on 
the reproduction on the left. 

The reproduction has only been found with one glaze coloring combination most similar to the 
production pink flower.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


